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Hadley Slip Klip fixed to channel with two suitable British
Gypsum wafer head screws
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Indicative Hadley SFS channel suitably fixed to soffit
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Indicative Hadley SFS studs at specified centres
Isover insulation where required

One layer 12.5mm Glasroc X Sheathing Board fixed with 25mm
Glasroc X Screws (max. 2mm metal thickness) at 300mm
centres. Continuous 6mm bead of Glasroc X Sealant at board
joints
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Two layers Gyproc plasterboard or Glasroc specialist board fixed
with suitable British Gypsum screws at 300mm centres (200mm
centres at external angles)

Isover Polterm Max Plus (thickness to suit specification) suitably
fixed through board to SFS studs

Gypframe GFS1 Fixing Strap to receive uppermost board fixings
(no fixings into head channel)

Construction Detail
This drawing provides guidance to achieve indicative performance criteria for
specific design conditions

Indicative external finish
Stone mineral wool 33kg/m³ minimum density by others11

Construction detail 1:5
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20mm Downward movement
Deflection head
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A 25mm designed deflection head gap could accommodate
approximately 20mm downward movement. This is due to the
stone mineral wool in the head not being able to fully compress

Fire resistance BS EN 1364-1
· Up to 90 minutes through wall subject to specification

! Important information
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7 Gypframe GA4 Steel Angle bedded on a continuous bead of
Gyproc Sealant and suitably fixed to soffit at 600mm centres
with fire resistant fixings

12 20mm gap sealed with suitable EPDM (by others). Gap position
should be backed by concrete slab

13 Indicative concrete slab


